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Cardoza Publishing, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. New. Language: English.
Brand new Book. The world's greatest poker players give powerful advice on beating poker in the
most popular styles including tournaments, cash games, no-limit, limit and pot-limit hold'em,
Omaha (high-low and PLO), 7-card stud (razz, high-low), and triple draw Superstars of Poker
features winning strategies and professional secrets from the world's greatest players. The book is
headlined by Doyle Brunson, the greatest poker player of all time and the Godfather of Poker along
with no-limit legend Phil Helmuth, holder of 14 WSOP bracelets, the most championships ever.
Other superstar contributors include Daniel Negreanu, 6-time bracelet winner, 2004 and 2013
Player of the Year, and author of three books including Power Hold'em; Lyle Berman, 3-time WSOP
bracelet winner and founder of the World Poker Tour; Bobby Baldwin, 1978 World Champion;
Johnny Chan, 2-time World Champion and 10-time WSOP bracelet winner; the great Mike Caro,
"Mad Genius of Poker"; Jennifer Harman, 2-time WSOP bracelet winner and the world's top female
player; Todd Brunson, winner of more than 20 tournaments including one WSOP bracelet; and
Crandell Addington, no-limit legend.
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Reviews
An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the
greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- Bart Lowe
This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am easily
will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyman O'Conner III
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